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Castillo el lion

His doctor was called Castillo. He called him Sancho Panza, said he was his squire
in a fight against the windmills in his mind. He promised him an insula for his
troubles. Castillo didn’t understand the joke, thought he had said insular and so
took it as another sign of a Propensity for introspection as he wrote in his notes, and
then the following: He constructs ‘windmills’ in his mind (which Castillo enjoyed
because of what he thought was some unidentifiable, but decidedly literary quality
about it, and which he later used proudly to describe his patient to his colleagues
over lunch, saying It’s as though he constructs windmills in his mind, a comment that
appeared to them as equal parts profound, self-explanatory, though probably
ridiculous, but that anyway stopped them from asking what he had meant, instead
giving a round of agreeing nods, nobody wanting to appear ignorant. Castillo,
after all, had a reputation as a real up-and-comer).
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Baby owls on the Yangtze

     uwwa

      ugliness

gravity

      wisdom

simple parasitic sound
ancient                sound

token

bowl     vessel
blow     swell

hat
from
skull

perhaps
simply
bowl

who
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      plays

playing at

monks
cowl

         lick

dustbowl

plagued

bird
hen ducks geese

rumbling

probably imitative
probably imitative

ridiculous
jaw
      beak mouth

jaw words

      lock
wedlock

    able-

  lowly-
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             ness

humble-

birds
hawk
prostitute

night-swallow

in search of prey

     oblique
        squint-eyed

crooked curved
bent spirits
shadow

waterfowl
yowling
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Definitions

Definitions, I understand:
existence is nature existing
a body is larger than a thought

I understand the conception of thing –
it must be formed

I understand the intellect,
I understand that it is absolutely infinite

I understand we are compelled to act
and are explained by duration.

An effect follows the hand
Impossible that an effect should follow knowledge

In nature, this is obvious.

But then
we depend outside of the mind
because we wonder (is anything more absurd!)
we, say, order nature
with numbers
a triangle
reason eventually negates itself
individuals
- let him read in vain -
twenty men
- we’ll be able to tell them apart?
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Exposés

Vertigo: an endless series of things

The Residue of History: an inventory of creations

Maps: look like baroque residences

Art: tectonic constants

Personality: signature of vegetal life

Types of Civilisation:  pomp, splendour, illusory, security, empire,
commune, adversary, furnishing, liberating,
rejuvenating, cosmic, mythic

Terrorism: our Pompeian subconscious

Morality: does not dream
                  the collective, clockwork harmony
                  an austere system of numbers

The Head: a sort of a cockpit

The Cosmos: reveals its living body to the inorganic corpse
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Exposés II

1.

Corridors of light from above
The decade of trade,
stocks, merchandise, department stores,
the merchant,
the great poem of commerce
industrial enterprises
the engineer,
a locomotive tempo on iron tracks,
the most elegant empire of technology
The precursor to
a hundred utopias.

2.

I dreamt of the one who will follow
Corresponding with the old images
My consciousness permeated with old images.
Images to transfigure
that antiquated imagination
which is the dream.

In this dream that has already left me,
a thousand machines
enlist human beings
to morality,
a machinery of the passions,
a land of milk and honey
filled with new life.
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I saw their metamorphosis –
they became an empire,
an idol
a pedagogue
colossal
MAN

3.

Painting sought tirelessly to reproduce the daylight,
The pupil of nature.
This silent collaboration
Of individual
(a worker
and at the same time, a
new attitude towards life)
and a political century,
will later announce the
history of technology
and lead to economic reason

Graphic information
Political agitation

Painting determined the history
that would follow.

4.

When all the world will be reborn,
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Sheep on the ground, apples from the sky,
A festival of the world –
Commercial enterprise, exchange
recedes into the background.

A person makes this easier while enjoying their luxuries:
The same spirit ends in madness.

5.

Propagate the fantasies
Saturn’s cast iron balcony
The ritual according to the commodity

At the height of its power
An extreme opposition to
The living body,
The living nerve

It presses its manifesto
The phantasmagoria of culture
Of luxury
Fashion
And irony.

6.

The theatre of this century:
The individual stages history while
The ruling class pursues its stock holdings.
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The flower is confronted by the
Iron girder.

7.

in the asylum
the Sisyphean character
dreams of a distant, bygone world
in which the everyday
means to leave no traces.

8.

Everything allegorical
Is lyric poetry –
The hymn
The homeland
The gaze
The fall
The city
The alienated man
The crowd, the crowd the crowd
The veil
The landscape
The truth
The stage
The patrons
The market
The economic
The political
The professional
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The conspirators
The activity
The army
The leaders
The adversary
The end
The rebellious
The sexual

9.

The image of woman in poetry
Is topographic,
The bed is fraught with modern history.
Imagining such an image is no less

10.

My geography:
the journey
the destination
the unknown
the illusory
the reflected
the ever recurrent

11.

The beautiful things:
the ear
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the eye
the effect of perspective
the imperialism of space
the counterpart of time
the mysteries
the rootless
the goal of civil war
the role of embellishment
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Poem

Today hope flickers
Today was optimism
Today seventy percent believe in the country
Today lasting change
Today international backers open doors to solutions
Today there were pledges
Today there are deep pockets
Today money

Today there are traffickers and a glut of raw opium
Today seven men in explosive vests are prepared to die
Today five civilians are killed
Today there were troops
Today there is fighting
Today marines are flooding in
Today a tidal wave of war

Today is not so straightforward
Today to demoralise
Today to defect
Today my uncle
Today my cousin
Today want to leave
Today who want
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Napoleon and his Daughters

In times of war
revolution
or disaster
possessions are impermanence
and not all objects are as grand
as churches
A red dress for example
burnt where it clung to
the crotch as she walked
Or shoes whose soles were
torn clean out
All they had left
was the land where they stood

But land is where the memory is fixed
Remember Napoleon’s death mask,
téte armée,
armed head
an allegory of France
seven daughters escape
from its mouth
like a Mochican sea god

Selwa Wehbe was one daughter
She wore ribbon,
jewellery bound
her lifeless hand emerged from the rubble
(what we couldn’t see
were the rescue workers
trying to pull her baby
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from her arms)

I have to acknowledge
the limit of words
no matter how much they sing:
for six days they could not sleep
for the sound of bombing
and the smell of death.
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The Etymology Of The Name (a Norman in Essex)

His name was Jonathan Berner, though he told me he had published under
pseudonyms as Jonathan Bernier, Jonathan Jim Bernier, Jim F. Bernier and Jim F.
Berner. But the point was, all of these names were descended from what he called
the etymology of the name: Berner came from the Norman name, Bernier, the Old
English verb beorman which means to burn and which refers to any occupation
involving the manufacturing process including burning (like distillers and charcoal
burners), and hence the noun, burner. That, and the German Bernher, meaning
Lord of the army and related to the verb brennen, which also means to burn.

The etymology of the name was matched by a proud family history. The
family’s origins are first documented in William Duke of Normandy’s ‘Domesday
Book’ of 1066 where the Berniers are recorded as tenants of Essex at Roding,
descended from one Hugh de Berniers of Normandy. The next available record is
not until the event of a church’s building on the same location, though now Essex
at Roding Berners, seven miles from Ongar in 1386. The last record is from 1826,
when the family commissioned a bell to be built to ring from the church in Ongar.
The process of the bell’s casting, tuning and fitting, and a general treatise on all
aspects of the bell trade in England in the 18th and 19th centuries was recorded in a
poem, The bell, an epic in four books, Casting, Tuning, Fitting and Trade, written
by one John Berner, whose opening lines read as follows:

Trusted guardians of this isle’s Helicon
Ye sprites, ye sylphs, good rural people, speed
Me onward through my song of bellfoundry

While the bell has long since gone the poem remains, passed down through the
generations, the lone heirloom of a proud family tree. It was not from John Berner
that Jonathan Berner got either a love for poetry or talent for it.

The last time I saw Jonathan Berner he was trying to describe to me how
time in poetry can stretch back across thousands of years, how when he writes a
poem it is the same moment as when you or I write a poem, and the same moment
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that Swedenborg writes, the same that Homer writes, that the Bible is written or
that Chilam Belam writes, that time coalesces and is singular, and how in that
moment the laws of cause and effect don’t exist, doesn’t run from past into future
but all over the place, and experience isn’t broken up into measures of seconds and
minutes, the whole of history from start to finish weighs down on you in wave
after wave on your body and annihilates you and you shatter on the shores of it
and you reform, you live and die and live again as time resurrects you, and you get
swept through time you will never live through the same as through times you
remember, and in that moment, the moment of the poem, we are all connected,
and then, and only then, could Jonathan Berner, Jim F. Bernier, a Norman beorman
of Essex at Roding Berners, see any chance for peace in what he thought was an
otherwise godforsaken world.
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The clock

Look at the clock.
     Remember the clock.
     The clock.

Was invented 40 minutes south-west of Sydney, in 1979, shortly after the
invention of time. Early attempts at the clock – Ahmenhotpet’s water-clock at
Arkanak, a simple stone vessel with a hole in the bottom, the water drips slowly,
rhythmically into twelve columns that mark the passage of the months, to
administer rites and sacrifices; the dial of Ahaz that revealed to Isaiah the miracle
of God’s will and defied the rules of nature - were abortions, infoetucide, cut
before they even began. Latex contraceptive clocks, spermicidal clocks, morning
after clocks, solar clocks and lunar clocks, cloccas in the cloaca. Or perhaps it was
Eli Terry who patented the clock. In 1884 twenty-five delegates from twenty-five
countries divided the time of the world between them, cutting time like a birthday
cake into twenty-four fifteen degree slices.
     This is the clock.
     Remember. The clock.
     Passing from your mother, remember they grabbed you and cut the cord
from around your throat, and swung you like the weight from a grandfather clock
to get the colour back into you, teaching you to fly before you could even breathe
let alone walk. Plucked like a grape from the your mother’s vine, held by the legs
and helicoptered around the room, birth fluids painting walls and surgical masks.
You were the doctor’s first birth, it has always been a nurse’s job. But he had
insisted, drunk as he was and declaring “I’ll get the little bugger out of her” as
though you were some cancer or parasite that was feeding on your mother, and
that needed to “get the little bugger out.” The starter’s gun fired and the clock was
born, recording the time of your living, marking your passing, a prisoner who
devised his own clock described on his cell wall, etching the comings and goings of
the sun, most unreliable sun, who proves that time is subjective, relative to your
own fifteen degrees.
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Look at the clock. This is not hypnosis. Hypnosis puts you under. This will bring
you back. Face to face with the clock. The clock is the doctor’s hand grabbing you
and dragging you into this world, that natal ward. The clock is the psychiatrist’s
words, “Shock. Shock and awe is what the time demands",” coaxing you back into
this ward. The clock of your mother’s joy, the clock of your sister’s sadness. This is
not hypnosis.
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Poem
with Eugenia Demuro

i.

Success is a morbid proposition
responsive to praise, love and approval
deprived of a home for her nostalgia.

At a certain strain of the city outskirts
the system is vulnerable.
It can be compared to an orphan
under the discipline of a harsh stepmother:
the impulsive rages, initiated by her own childhood.
There is nothing more sinister

Even if the orphan
in days gone by
transformed the shadows into sloth
the images of memory
a parody proclaiming the abyss
grew up and married a boy from the town.

Even to smile at his approach,
the sugar-tit of his wet pants
to be calmed along kilometres of wall
of a different little girl,
too tired or beyond all telling,
all, who knows what for?

Success is a morbid proposition
responsive to praise, love and approval
more isolated deprived of a home
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love and praise for her nostalgia.

…

I assimilate myself into this disintegrated region
convulsion and growing pains of this corrosive race.
Orthodox religion begins in divorce
altering normal affinities as though they were verses
that could be tied together pending the metamorphosis
the face of possibility, this white man’s advance.

…

Death alone they rejoice
in a sense of well being,
with no adequate explanation for death.

By no means did this imply contraceptive practices,
leaving this planet to create a new world
before the impact of a new humanity,
with new morals and other gods
outside of every tradition.

ii.

Unknown like a silence beyond darkness and my pale hands tense.
Rigour of this kind mimics the tourniquet of two systems’ twin gaze
until my lips, bloody from biting what will be harvested
Christ and Satan pounding with a disappointing display of white flames
crossing the solitude to compose music to enjoy at last in paradise
where day is night, abandonment, triviality, melodic eternity.
Their actions are liars, and they have had strange dreams of the East
and wished for what we are scarcely able by way of human pity
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suffocating, pale, reciprocal.

Guardians of the secrets have struck down the attempt to break a point in time,
paradoxical, flattened out to perfection.
I know what part of the body is playing,
it is the arm
the sight
the erotic part of the player’s body.
Pleasure bears the weight of the night,
plays itself, fingers suddenly raised
 a laugh remaining to repair the stars
at this crucial point.

iii.

The little girl in such a city is innocent,
migrating to nowhere in particular
without padding or embeddings and so on.
The boredom of incessant journeys.
“It is a phallic exaggeration,” replied the father,
“because I would rather be ignorant of depravity.
This is the message of the daily news.”

The planes of fine sand,
the first wounding experience of the girl
beneath deserted, chaotic, triumphal arches.
This whole undersea territory.

In other words, certain units can be mixed
and will make no bones,
but the lady is near and the moon far.
The two sequences seem to be, in some air,
so enticingly beautiful
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that Joy, having to bed these narratives,
white anemones,
bowls of violent membranes
scattered about
rebuilding their existence,
establishing the index of the adjective
and the function of characters…
that Joy related during this interval,
one by one,
the temptations of murder,
of being full with fact.

The girl confirmed the suspicion straight away,
returning to peek through the cracks in the venetians
at the shouting,
the vigour of his voice, the vigour of his plumes,
dust paths beneath the basin.

…

Frozen.
As sombre as inertia.
The tree of life.

They had been frightened. The new-born frightened.
The lady to work.
The philosopher, distinctly alone
proudly provided the guillotine with his meditations.

“Sad race.
The memory of paradise.
Love one’s self.”
Flustered, he barely dared to look at her.
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iv.

You must be patient.
One thousand years before,
my beauty rose about,
able to perfect the female form.
Though then it lost the birds,
and nobody rejoiced in my fragrant spell.

…

With outstretched arms
Her white breasts rose and fell,
Cedar inlaid with ivory.
They passed over his face and he shivered.

…

Four years ago, before I began,
a haze rose inside
Look at them, the decorative male and female
Painting a more heart-felt kiss.

An elegant young man,
he is both deaf and dumb,
but it will be fifty years
before anybody
is interested in this detail.

There must be no more models of
sensation succeeding judgement.
The emotion it gives,
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a moment of splendours,
a handful of rose marble
in her bedroom,
intoxications of her conquest.

With grotesque pride he crawls,
each day a savage.

…

They always sang on the walk to town.
To the prison.
To her father who ravished his home.

Her shoulders stand there
inside a child’s coffin.
The happy coward damning to offer her
eggs, milk, consolation,
indifference, reddish stars, the mouth of an oven.

What still remains walks of memory.
She stood there, before him,
Earth, the awful garden where life is destroyed.

v.

The poem puts in doubt the absolute existence of self.
The women are busy and have things to do.
The poem gathers it all up in play, activity, production, practice.
I collected the motions of life around me and celebrated its originality.
But the ways are different, a state of perpetual watching,
the operations of fire.
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Two rolls appear in succession,
different cultures,
different types of public,
the dramatic representation of situations.
Receptivity is one behaviour.

…

She longed to have food and shelter,
the demands of subsistence.
And her remaining strength accuses reason, chance or accident.
A dead man,
A drunkard,
asks to be let down from his cross.
Talk of equal economic opportunity advances.
It is the image it detains,
gathering the boredom of description.
You can speak through habit and association,
assured of giving up your purpose.
The beauty of woman between the bodies of her parents.
The romantic picture,
A man must find a girl.
In religion we find the same range.
A young sister or daughter of every human being.
A few fruit scatter the myth.
The child is born.
Too many people for too little work.
No calendar to count the passing days.
The human tongue never really believed in heaven
and is happy to see her buried.
In a new generation,
everything written in exile will be the language of this island.
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vi.

A morbid spiritual state goes to seed in a theatre somewhere.
When the hour is drawing near,
struggling with the convulsions of anguish,
it forms a new path road path across the points of a compass:
the medicine, the remedy, the doctor, the preparation.

This is what happened:
I watched a man I thought I would warn of the candles.
She was driven away.
My soul, the black cloth with no other signs of animation
relapsed into the hole.

But put yourself in their place.
The child is motionless.
He is deaf and dumb.
The brief harmony looks for an exit.
Without a smile,
Without genius,
Death it is,
And love slips
With a crudely formed silence.
Kiss after kiss,
terrible and strange.

…

I travel on in a hollow valley,
On all sides, the windmills
Forgotten remnants of stone
Struggling to sweat or steam.
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The horses.
The rain.
Long rain.
Behind the hearse.

…

About four years ago,
Like an opera in private, faltering to silence,
A prelude is born, gently and calmly.
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Given to dreams

Since you left I have dedicated myself to dreaming. I mean to say, I have really
given myself to dreaming. My every moment has become dreaming. When I am
awake, when I am asleep, it is dreaming. There is no difference. I can now report
that the common knowledge is not true, that our dreams re-arrange and order the
fragments of our waking life; that our dreams are like a kind of memory. It is in
fact the case that our waking life is nothing more than the remembrance of our
dreams, and that, in fact, it is not our waking reality that intrudes upon our dreams
but our dreams that intrude upon our waking reality. I do not think that I am the
first to have postulated this. I am, though, I think, the first to have lived the proof
of this statement.

And why? Because I could not live without you here, without your
presence. So I began to dream of you, still in the old belief that this was a
remembering, as I thought it was. That if perhaps I dreamt of you I would guard
against forgetting your image, your smells your eyes, your touch. If not to have
them wholly, one hundred percent the same as having you here, at least to have
some semblance of you. But unfortunately, it was not so. At first I could not even
find you in that landscape. Nor, really could I even search for you. And then one
night I thought I saw you, and I awoke, and upon waking lost all context of that
dream, except that I could remember that you were there, somehow there,
somehow different. Then, as the days passed my life became more and more
dedicated to the night, all of my energies directed at that moment when I would
lay my head against the pillow and go off in search of you through that endless,
unrepeatable world. And as time passed, I found you more and more, each time
though, different. Some feature changed, some gesture that you would never have
made, love making that you would never have consented to, confused phrases that
would never have come from your mouth, connected to so ordered a mind as
yours. Your eyes were blue and in dreams they were green. Until, one night,
though in my dream it was day, you changed so much that you no longer bore any
physical resemblance at all to you. You took the shape of the objects surrounding
me, of any object that my eye fell upon. And it was in these moments that I first
began to become aware of dreams, and that I dedicated myself, entirely to
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dreaming. It was no longer a search for you, for I found that you were everything.
Of this I am so certain that I am now aware that this is true in my dreaming life as
it is in my waking life, and that this dreaming has augmented the waking life
completely, like an asteroid knocking a planet off of its orbit. Below, I recount for
you the past weeks of my life. There is little chronology, and I make no distinction
between the moments when I was awake, and those when I was dreaming,
because these have no meaning to me anymore. I am living, as simply as that.

*

I am stuck in a small room made from planks of old packing crates. This room may
have been an outside toilet at some stage, but now it is empty and unused. It sits at
the top of a small hill in a grassy garden. I am hiding from a lioness and cheetah
that are awaiting me on the other side of the door. They are chasing me, and I don't
know why. Suddenly, I am aware of a presence above me. I look up and see that
the cheetah has climbed onto the structure, which, I now see has no roof. He is
walking around the wooden frame, waiting to enter, threatening me. My choices
are stay, and the cheetah will descend on me and I will be stuck in this small space
with little room to even move with the beast who will surely - now I am certain of
this intention - attack me and tear my flesh; or, I can open the door and run, and
hope to catch the lioness outside by surprise, and outrun the two of them to some
safety. I decide to run, but the lioness is waiting for me, as though they had laid
this trap in collusion with each other, capable of scheming as I am convinced they
are. She leaps up on my front with such force of weight that I struggle to stay
upright.
     In the kitchen of my friend’s house, there is a calendar. It is a calendar of
what I assume are nature photographs, each month a new picture of an animal or a
wilderness. To my surprise, this month the photograph is a close-up of a lioness’
head. She looks calm in profile. I imagine she is looking into the eyes of her cub
with such nurture. I try to convince myself of this, but I cannot forget that she is
hunting me.
     In the kitchen of my friend’s house, there is a fridge magnet. It is small and
golden, cast in the shape of a lioness. She is obviously posed in the middle of a
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hunt, her body crouched, slightly coiled for the moment when it needs to spring
into action to fell her prey.
     In my friend’s house, in the dining room, there is a postcard on the
mantelpiece. It is a photograph of two lionesses launching into combat. One has
initiated the aggression, because she has leapt into the air, her two front paws
ready to come down on her opponent, who the photographer has caught in the
exact moment that she has realised that she is under attack – her body is just
reacting, beginning to lean back, presumably in readiness for her own counter
strike.
     We sit in the front seats of the bus – the kind that has two decks, and where
the top deck is fronted by a full width window. I have known him since we were
children together, when we spent a lot of time together. But we have not seen each
other for over ten years. But now we have come because he is desperate to see la
Quebrada, and to admire what he calls the architecture of the natural landscape.
Especially he wants to see Sierra de las Siete Colores – a rock formation that,
according to  the travel brochures, is comprised of seven different colours that can
only be seen at a particular moment of sunset, when the sun hits it in such a way.
The road is winding and long, and the bus seems precariously to stick to the road.
    My lover has just told me she had an affair when she was in Cuba. We are
walking through a grey cement interior, and I am carrying bunch of flowers. I
want to hit her with the bouquet. I don't.
     When the telephone rang, I knew that it was bad news. Richard, who I met
several years ago while travelling through Texas had been travelling through
South America with a girl. One moment, they were taking a bus along a
mountainous pass. The next he awoke in a hospital bed, listening to a nurse trying
to explain in a language he did not understand that his girlfriend had died when
the bus left the road and plummeted down a ravine.
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Yutu Palace
 
i.
 
Each spring, in Pinding in western Taiwan, more than
one million purple milkweed butterflies (though some
call them purple crows) gather on their Spring
migration. Their bodies are velvety and blue.
 
 
ii.
 
Their migratory path is over four hundred kilometres from
Maolin in the south, the land of the Paiwan people, descended
from the paipushe snake. For the Paiwan, it is prohibited
to eat the meat of snakes,
their protective spirits,
their peacekeepers,
their ancestors.
 
 
iii.
 
Maolin is also home to the Rukai, a people who have
evolved an entire class system that distinguishes
between wearing a lily with its petals facing to the front,
or its petals facing to the side.
 
 
iv.
 
The purple milkweed leave their wintering home in the
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foothills of the Dawu mountain, purple butterfly valley,
where can be found Taiwan’s last habitat of the orchid
pleione formosana, famous for its single, pink leaf
which makes the shape of a five pointed star.
 
 
v.
 
The purple crow congregate in Pinding before they make
their way over the mighty Jhuoshuei River to their final
Spring habitat. In times past, the river protected the local
people from floods – days before it rained, the river would
roar like a dragon warning them of the danger. One day,
a train line was built along the river, destroying the natural
habitat, and the river dragon turned its back on them.
 
 
vi.
 
One hundred rivers flow freely to the sea
The waves of the milky way
Ripple over the house of silver toads
The splendid halls of Yutu palace glitter
Ten thousand miles of clearness
Two open gates, shadows, waves
Golden paddies in the moonlight.
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I’d Rather Wake Up On Earth

Thompson’s eyes are perfect white circles - if I stop just looking for a moment, I
realise I can see right through them to the world behind you. His eyes are not
hollow, they are holes through your head. His skin is dark like a shadow and I
can’t make out any features. Do you even have a nose, a mouth, do your cheeks
simply start where your neck ends? You are wearing a silver chain and your hair is
grey. Thompson’s hands are raised for asking a question more than for fighting a
revolution. Two of his forearms arms are tattooed, one floral – brown flowers and
white flowers. The other is tattooed with crows, or some other large bird, and fruit
trees, white fruit trees. His last arm is facing the other way, but it too is tattooed,
jellyfish floating through the deep sea of his arm. The middle arm, closest to me, is
probably a means of communication – like the telegram or an envelope, it
facilitates communication. The positions of your hands are strange – all open, one
palm facing me, another palm turned to the sky, and the other facing away,
ashamed of me. Thompson is electric, climbing a telecommunications tower
dressed in a uniform from the 1950s. He is up high among the cables but he isn’t
scared of getting burnt. Nor is he alone. There is confidence in the way they work.
Thompson and the herd of llamas welcome me, milling around with no purpose in
a field, I imagine they are not starved for space but choose to mill together, on top
of one another out of a sense of curiosity. And Thompson, why is your
handwriting massive and ornate? I don’t understand the curls – when I was a child
black and white puzzle-mazes in the newspaper gave me a sense of vertigo and
being lost – your handwriting induces this same feeling. I can’t follow the lines,
line, I don’t even know if there is one or many. I feel that Thompson used to have
two more towers than he does now – that his skyline is lacking...And your heart is
the chicken who laid the egg and lost his head, a bird saint, heart saint, chicken
heart, chicken-saint-egg. Smoking knave! Fat, sly, a camp little finger raised off of
your belly smoking a cigarette. A double bass, Spanish Jazz, Thompson, I didn’t
know you played, oh you play with such passion, eyes closed, the words, the cards,
the knave. Thompson the collector: silhouettes of women in profile, envelopes,
tubas, forearms, pipes, boats in bottles, birds in bottles, bells in circles and
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ampersands. Thompson planted a garden that was three leaves planted into
infinity upon a grid. Thompson’s face, Thompson’s Face! He has outlined his
features with a red pen, drawn circles over the various parts – the end of his nose,
his cheek, the bags under his eyes. He has outlined his two lips as though they
were one and yet each wrinkle on his forehead is circled as though it were unique.
And he has labeled the parts with equations – a chin is +8, two lips are -2, in total
the nose is 47 (+2+30+15), under the eyes are -6 (-12 in total), eyes are -4 (-8), the
sides of the eyes are 30s, above the eyes 40s, the first forehead’s wrinkle +30, the
one above that +30 (+40(30+10)). “Hell Yeah!” Thompson says, “Hell yeah.” In
Thompson’s hand, there is a cube whose colours are melting, but they don’t mix
when they touch his skin – you would expect the colours to mix when they hit his
skin but they don’t, I can see the blue, the pink and the yellow all quite distinctly.
Thompson’s boat sails over the portrait of a blue woman with folded arms.
Heroically, like Odysseus his boat appears about to fall but it is suspended in time
and cannot move. Inside Thompson’s mind things are no better...his hands on his
forehead in distress, he looks like a tree, his beard is thick and twisted, the insides
of his arms are on the outside of his arms and those eyes, I can still see right
through – his eyes and his hands that cover them – and to the world behind him.
The colours of his face are fading down the length of his arms, the colour has all
gone from his face, he is brown, now, grey and white, and behind him there is an
explosion. Thompson, take cover!

An animal dissected, labeled in Japanese and I just cannot read it. The ball
in the centre of his chest is important, a heart, perhaps, and the tubes that flow
from it, are they instruments? He lurches forward like King Kong. His brain is all
hair. His tongue unrolls from the back of his head. I wish I could read those letters
because they seem so important.

‘Dear Andy, I am really pleased. Here are 2 boxes. My experience of the
complex pages or fold-out, fucked-up and agonising. But your hands do whatever,
write contact. Nervous, and hurry up. Thompson.’ (Thompson the Animal, that is).

My whale is blue. My whale lives deep near the ocean floor between the
octopus and the crab. He is unimpressed. Thompson the animal says, ‘What I do is
inspired, is a part of this contemporary hate technology.’ I’m illiterate and I’m not
convinced. The project: If you hide her face she has no name. The animal
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Thompson watches Hitchcock movies: Vertigo, Rear Window, Psycho, North by
Northwest, Dial M for Murder, The Birds, The Man Who Kicked a Can in the Snow
as if it Were a Football, G, The little Black and White Engine (and its sequel) The
Little Black and White and Color Engine. The animal likes Hitchcock and Rahsaan
Roland. He says: ‘When I was 5, I went to school, I wrote down, I didn’t’. His lips
are a colour wheel. Thompson, an animal in nature. Thompson (and the animal)
was married on cathedral rock on a grey afternoon in the sand amongst the shrubs
as the clouds were collecting in the distance and all the landscape seemed to lean
towards the horizon.
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